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By Alana Stone

Analogue Media, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Analogue Guides are a series of curated city guidebooks featuring high-quality, low-key
venues distilled through the lens of the neighborhood. Each neighborhood is complemented by a
concise set of sophisticated listings, including restaurants, cafes, bars, hotels, and serendipitous
finds, all illustrated with photographs. The listings are supplemented by user-friendly maps to
facilitate navigation of the cityscape. By highlighting aspects of the urban patina frequently lost
under the corporate veil of large restaurant groups and ubiquitous chains, the mood and feel of
each unique city is captured. The result is a compact, efficient manual celebrating the ingenuity of
the contemporary metropolis.Decades of immigration and reinvention have created America s
most diverse suburban landscape, interspersed with pockets of distinct metropolitan flair: Abbot
Kinney Boulevard in the midst of Venice s bohemian patchwork of wooden cottages, sophisticated
West 3rd Street in the Fairfax District and ubercool Sunset Junction in Silver Lake. And then there s
Downtown--the former heart of the city is morphing into a strangely urban incarnation of L.A. life: a
diverse neighborhood with metro stations at busy intersections and loft apartments in former bank
buildings. The guide...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive manual! Its this type of great read through. This can be for all who statte there was not a worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr. Furman Becker V-- Dr. Furman Becker V

Simply no words and phrases to spell out. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Prof. Maudie Ziemann-- Prof. Maudie Ziemann
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